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Al Bakiyye Calendar is an artificial calendar which is developed according to al 

Bakiyye Conlang. It is a solar calendar. The developing is continues too.  

It accepts between of 01.01.2020 - 01.01.2021 as null (0). The start date is 01.01.2021. It is 

written as “1/1/0-0.1” in al Bakiyye calendar. It means: The first day of 1. year of the 0. loop 

in 0. century.  

It calls “Forfang” for before starting date (2020 year) and it calls “Sonfang” for after starting 

date. It calls “Türuan” for 2020 year (Gregorian calendar).  

Forfang (F.):  The ages before the start 

Sonfang (S.): The ages after the start 

Türuan (T.):  Start Year 
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I: 1/1/0-0.1 :  01.01.2021 

I: 2/1/0-0.1:  02.01.2021 

I: 28/1/0-0.1:  28.01.2021 

I: 2/2/0-0.1:  29.01.2021 

 

The Features of the Al Bakiyye Calendar 

 Based on the sun. 

 There are 4 days of a week. Every week start same day: Cudang.  

o 1.  Cudang (Day of agreement)  

o 2. Bedang (Academic working day)  

o 3. Bodang (Compassion Day)  

o 4. Hudang (Greeting Day)  

o Fedang (Only for the 29th day of the last 13th month of the year.)  

o Durnungfe (It is a feast day given to the last 30 of the 13th month only once in 

13 years.)  

o Dobağ For (It is the day given to the last 31st day of the 13th month only every 

13 years.)  

o Dobağ Zırr (The day given to the last 32nd day of the 13th month only every 

13 years.) 

 A week is 4 days. 

 A Month has 7 weeks. All weeks are numbered; first Week, 2nd Week etc.  

 A Month has 28 days. The last month of the year has 29 days. Its name is “Fedang”. 

This day and week are extra day and week. After the first day of the first month start 

again as first week and with the “Cudang” day. 

 A year is 13 months. A Year has 365 days. The names and placement of the months 

in a year:  

o 1. Akay (The Moon of Light)  

o 2. Buzay (Cold Moon)  

o 3. Foray (Moon Ahead)  

o 4. Cay (Spring Month)  

o 5. Tulay (The Moon of Love)  

o 6. Kıray (Harvest Month)  
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o 7.Budday (People's Month)  

o 8. Çağay (Month of Processing)  

o 9. Naray (No Bear)  

o 10. Maray (Rest Month)  

o 11. Regiment (Month of Purchase)  

o 12. Canay (Life Moon)  

o 13. Zıray (Last Month) 

 13 years is one loop. Every year has an animal name.  

o 1. Wolgır (Year of the Wolf)  

o 2. Aljapgır (Red Squirrel Year)  

o 3. Asgır (Lion Year)  

o 4. Asörengır (Underground Monster Year)  

o 5. Balwızgır (Honey Bee Year)  

o 6. Bauçgır (Year of the Owl)  

o 7. Behgır (Camel Year)  

o 8. Bekgır (Butterfly Year)  

o 9.Börgır (Year of the Bedbug Beetle)  

o 10. Caggır (Year of the Worm)  

o 11. Cargır (Year of the Fox)  

o 12. Caruçgır (Year of the Bat)  

o 13. Çabakkır (Fish Year) 

 13th Year has extra 3 days end of the last month. Last of the 13th month in 13th year 

there are extra 3 days.  

 The loops call with element and natural name.  

o 1. Stone (Stone) 

o 2. Land 

o 3.Water (Water) 

o 4. Mold (Air) 

o 5. Od (Fire) 

o 6. Odjak (Wood) 

o 7. Garaybuhaytaş (Coal) 

o 8. Karagh (Iron) 

o 9. Nur (Light) 

o 10. Karayung (Dark) 

o 11. Hacu (Gold) 

o 12.Wind (Wind) 

o 13. Maxossu (Oxygen) 

 The name of the 29
th

 day of the last month is “Fedang”. It is a festival and holiday in 

al Bakiyye calendar. The 30
th

 day’s name of the last month in the 13
th

 year is 

“Durnngfe”. It means loop day holiday-festival. The names of the last month in 13
th

 

year of the loop are “Dobağ For” (First period) and “Dobağ Zırr” (Last period). These 

days are in last week. The other last months has 28 days and the first day is “Cudang”.  
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 As we know, the one year is 365 days and 6 hours. A year in al Bakiyye calendar has 

365 days. For 6 hours we add extra 3 days in every 13 years.  

 Century: 13 loops – periods are one Century. A century has 169 years.  

 Ages: 13 centuries are one age. One age has 13 centuries, so total 2197 years. All ages 

shown with Romanian numbers.  

 The first year of the loop – period is 01 – Wolgır (Wolf year). The writing of the date: 

“Age: Century-Period.year” (I: 1-10.12) It means: 12
th

 year of the 10
th

 period in first 

century of the first age. 

 Day, Month and Year Style: I: 22/3/1-10.12 (22
nd

 days of the 3th month in 12
th

 year 

of the 10
th

 period in first century – first age.)  
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The Other Features of the Al Bakiyye Calendar 

 The Noel – day of the New Year is the 29th day of the last month in the year. Its name 

is “Fedang”. 

 The New Year’s first day is the first day of the first month in a year. 

 All days start and finish at the night. 

 The moon phase usually is “last quarter” at the first day of every month  

The one period from the start and Gregorian year equivalents: 

 Future Past 

Start - 0 31.12.2020 31.12.2020 

Year 1 01.01.2021 01.01.2019 

Year 2 01.01.2022 01.01.2018 

Year 3 31.12.2022 31.12.2018 

Year 4 31.12.2023 31.12.2017 

Year 5 30.12.2024 30.12.2016 

Year 6 30.12.2025 30.12.2015 

Year 7 30.12.2026 30.12.2014 

Year 8 30.12.2027 30.12.2013 

Year 9 29.12.2028 29.12.2012 

Year 10 29.12.2029 29.12.2011 

Year 11 29.12.2030 29.12.2010 

Year 12 29.12.2031 29.12.2009 

Year 13 28.12.2032 28.12.2008 

Year 1 31.12.2033 31.12.2007 

For Example: 27.14.2014 is “27.13.6” in al Bakiyye calendar. But it is not written so. The 

right writing according to al Bakiyye calendar is “I: 27/13/0-0.6” It means: I Age: 27
th

 day of 

the 13
th

 years of the 0 period in 0 century.   

The Holidays and Special Days in al Bakiyye Calendar 

 New Year: The first day of every year. It calls “Çağalam” 

 Christmas: The 29
th

 day of the last month of every year. It calls “Fedang” 

 Nawruz - the arrival of spring: 26
th

 day of the 3th month in every year. It calls 

“Caydang” 

 Period Days: The last 3 days of the 13
th

 month of the 13
th

 year. These days comes 

ones in every 13 years.  It calls “Durnungfe”, “Dobağ For” and “Dobağ Zırr”.  

The Horoscope in al Bakiyye Calendar 

Horoscope determination in the Al Bakiyye calendar is not calculated in just one year. 

Calculations are made according to 13 years in 13 cycles of 13 centuries in the era and 13 

months and weeks in each year. In addition, the current moment (according to the calendar 

day al Bakiyye) is calculated by including the movements of the moon and the sun. The way 
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of interpretation determines the geological, astrological or geographical events experienced in 

the current month. Earthquake, flood, landslide, lunar eclipse, etc. situations are negative - 

require abusive interpretation, while flaky snow, growth of greens, sunny weather, etc. 

positive - requires interpretation for the good. 

Day Features 

Cudang:  Respect for ideas, agree, respectful 

Bedang:  Diligence, study and academic research 

Bodang:  Kindness, compassion 

Hudang:  Greeting, seeing and getting to know, dating 

Fedang:  (Only 1 day a year.) Holiday, holiday, celebration 

Durnungfe: (only 1 day in 13 years) Holidays, vacation, fun, joy 

Dobağ For: (Only 1 day in 13 years.) Renewal, strengthening 

Dobağ Zırr: (only 1 day in 13 years) Tiredness, exhaustion, boredom 

Month Features 

1. Akay: Offended, angry, insistent, angry, vengeful and pessimistic. (Color: White) 

2. Buzay: Logical, critical, argumentative, emotional, loyal, free-thinking, proud. Lives long. 

(Color: Transparent-Transparent) 

3. Foray: Brutal, genius, leader, talented in music and dance. (Color: Yellow) 

4. Cay: Meticulous, realist, interested in aesthetics, interested in astronomy, loves innovations, 

sometimes mobile, sometimes comfortable. (Color: Gray) 

5. Tulay: Emotional, dreamy, leader, open-minded, curious about mystical issues, pessimistic, 

creative. Captive of emotion, intuitive, enduring, childlike, loyal, clean-hearted. (Color: Pink) 

6. Kıray: Poet, artist, unstable, attractive and indecisive, his love life is moving, cunning, 

gentle and emotional. (Color: Green) 

7. Buday: Good-hearted, oppressive, soft-spoken, elegant, idealistic, authoritative, sad, 

dreamer. (Color: Red) 

8. Çağay: Restless, proud, artistic, free and prone to depression and nervous diseases. (Color: 

Black) 

9. Naray: Owner of the administration, proud, leader loves his job like his life, manager. 

(Color: Bright White-Gray) 

10. Maray: Optimistic, idealistic, romantic, creative, works for life to make dreams come 

true. (Color: Burgundy) 

11. Taunt: Sensitive, logical, honest, honourable, just, manager, jealous, likes to be ahead. 

(Color: Brown) 

12. Canay: Stubborn, emotional, resentful and creative. Optimism and pessimism are 

observed at the same time. (Color: Blue) 

13. Zıray: Talented in economy, art and literature, honest, humane, creative and authoritarian. 

Physically correct, optimistic, prone to depression, strong-willed, lucky, proud, sensitive, 

traditionalist. (Color: Orange) 
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13 Years Features 

1. Wolgır (The Year of the Wolf): Loyalty, feeling. Not allowing evil. 

2. Aljapgır (Red Squirrel Year): Movement, intuition. 

3. Asgır (The Year of the Lion): Assertiveness, fighting. 

4. Asörengır (Underground Monster Year): Respect, reverence, fear. Doing what is 

considered bad, seditious, threatening. 

5. Balwızgır (Honey Bee Year): Fortune, wealth. 

6. Bauçgır (Owl Year): Calmness, mind, consciousness. 

7. Behgır (Camel Year): Rebellion, stinginess. 

8. Bekgır (Butterfly Year): Mercy, cowardice. 

9. Börgır (Year of Bedbug Bug): 

10. The Caggır (Year of the Worm): Fun, cunning. 

11. Cargır (Year of the Fox): Assertiveness, fight. 

12. Caruçgır (The Year of the Bat): Chaos and tranquillity. 

13. Çabakkır (Fish Year): Love, honesty, abundance, acquiring property, judgment. 

13 Periods Features 

1. Taş (Stone): Hardness, solidity 

2. Land: Abundance, fertility 

3.Su (Water): Cleanliness, clarity, fluidity, speed, 

4. Kalığ (Air): Cleanliness, comfort, comfort 

5. Od (Fire): Fez, anger, violence, rage, perseverance 

6. Odjak (Wood): Usefulness, unconsciousness 

7.Garaybuhaytaş (Coal): functional, neglected, useful 

8.Karağ (Iron): Power, vanity, majesty, worthiness 

9. Nur (Light): Cleanliness, wisdom, utility, abundance 

10.Garayung (Darkness): Pessimism, anger, pain, sadness, chaos, death 

11. Hacu (Gold): Value, expensiveness, functionality 

12. Yel (Wind): Speed, clean, spaciousness, peace 

13. Maxoşsu (Oxygen): Responsibility, additional job, success, test 

13 Centuries Features 

1. War 

2. Peace 

3. Victory 

4 defeat 

5. Exploitation 

6. Revenge 

7. Discovery 

8. Disaster 

9. Success 

10. Innovation 

11. Science 
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12. Technology 

13. Agriculture 

13 Age Personal Features 

1. The Resident 

2. Leader Spirited 

3. Desperate 

4. Perseverance 

5. Coward 

6. Furious 

7. Pious 

8. Cruel 

9. Strong 

10. The Irreligious 

11. Fearless 

12. Horny 

13. Compatible 

The Phases of the Moon 

New Moon: It is the first phase that appears in a crescent shape above the horizon after the 

sun goes down. It is the phase of peace, happiness and abundance. 

 

First Quarter: It is the phase when it is seen in a semicircle, seen one week after the new 

moon state. It is the phase of success, energy and peace. 

 

Full Moon: It is the phase seen in the form of a circle one week after the first quarter. On the 

15th of the month, the Moon takes the form of a full moon. It is the phase of danger, fear, 

impudence, famine, chaos. 

 

Last Quarter: A week after a full moon, half of the moon is seen as a semicircle. It is the 

stable, plain, simple phase. 

 

Old Moon: Approximately 28 days after the New Moon phase, the Moon is seen as a crescent 

again. Regeneration is the energetic phase. 

 

Conjunction: The Moon is between the Earth and the Sun. Today its dark side faces the 

Earth. For this reason, it cannot be seen from the world as the sun does not reflect its rays to 

the Earth. The New Moon state occurs one day later in the conjunction phase. It is a phase of 

pessimism, irritability, abstention. 
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Zodiac Naming 

It is generally determined based on the year and month in which the person was born. For 

Example; Wolgırforay Burg, Balwızgırzıray Burg etc.  

Horoscope Calculator 

The horoscope calculates according to al Bakiyye calendar (day/month/age/century-period 

and year of the time which the person born). Also the check the phases of the moon with the 

sun.  

For Example - 09.12.2019 in Gregorian calendar:  

The start time is 0 in al Bakiyye calendar and it is 31.12.2020 according to Gregorian 

calendar.  

- The age if “Forfang” and first age. The time and dates go to back from start. So the 

12
nd 

month is first month in al Bakiyye calendar. It is “Akay” and the year is first year: 

“Wolgır”. 

- 31.12.2019 = I: 1/1/0-0.1 (The age: I and first day of first month in first year of the 0
th

 

period in 0 century.) 

- 09.12.2019 = I: 23/01/0-0.1 

- First Age: Resident 

- First Century: War 

- First Period -Stone: Hardness 

- First Year – Wolgır (Wolf year): Loyalty, feeling, not allowing evil. 

- First Month – Akay: Resentful, angry, insistent, angry, vengeful and pessimistic. 

- 23
rd

 Days – (3
rd

 day) Bodang: Compassion 

- The Phrase of the Moon: “last quarter” – Stability, simplicity.  

So, we can comment for the person who is born in this time – horoscope:  

He is an exploitative, pro-war, tough-built personality, who does not allow loyalty and evil, is 

angry, persistent, angry, and at the same time shows compassion, simple, simple character. 

The zodiac name is "Wolgırakay". 

The Dairly Comments of the Horoscope 

It depends on the person's processing all values and interpreting the images. At 80%, 

interpretations will be the same as many people's original interpretations. At the same time, it 

is possible to return and convey different criteria, characteristics and features each year. The 

interpretations of the day, week and month are interpreted depending on the astrological, 

geological and geo crows experienced in the moon, which are declared in addition to the year 

and month in which the answer is answered. Earthquake, flood, lightning strike etc. It shows 

negative - malevolent thoughts of interpreting more than normal situations. Likewise, events 

such as warm weather - sunny, fertile soil, few disasters make the interpretation positive - 

optimistic. 
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Luck - Time of Good News and Blessings 

If Cudang coincides with Friday in the Gregorian calendar, it brings good luck, luck and 

blessings. For example, 6.08.2021 corresponds to Friday. In the Al Bakiyye calendar, it 

corresponds to the day of Cudang with 25/9. That day is one of the blessed days that will 

bring abundance, luck and luck. It is also possible to receive good news.  

Zodiac Symbol  

The symbolization of the zodiac is placed on the figure of the year animal and the cycle 

element in the color of the moon in which the sign is located.  

Example: Wolgırakay Od Period Horoscope  

Al Bakiyye Calendar Starting Point 

 
 

Sources 

All details about al Bakiyye Calendar (Excel) 

The months and days table between 2020 – 2025 according to the al Bakiyye Calendar 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LY7xZOPDY0pxqKwyi2aD5vVYfk49K1QOSk-9WvrLJ9o/edit?usp=sharing
https://albakiyye.miraheze.org/wiki/Takvim_%C3%87izelgesi_2020-2025

